This Annual Report is the second one produced by the Somali Journalists Syndicate (SJS) since it was founded in 2019. The report documents state of press freedom and violations against journalists in Somalia.

For any queries about SJS activities, please contact us at sjs@sjsyndicate.org Follow us on Twitter @SJS_Somalia or like us on Facebook @sjsyndicate
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ABOUT SJS

Somali Journalists Syndicate (SJS) is an independent journalists’ trade union established in May 2019 to defend the rights of the journalists, represent its member journalists and promote press freedom in Somalia. SJS provides legal aid to journalists whose journalism work results in court cases and in need of legal defense through professional lawyers.

Our goal is to be the true voice of the endangered Somali journalists and address their growing needs by building their professional capacity through trainings, seminars or workshops, with the aim to strengthen the skills and the capacity of the journalists to produce quality journalism.

SJS is a member of the Congress of African Journalists (CAJ) and the global Alliance of Civil Society organizations (CIVICUS).

For more information, please contact our secretariat:

Somali Journalists Syndicate (SJS)
Address: Osman Ahmed Roble Building, Maka al-Mukarama Ave, Hawl-Wadaag, Mogadishu, BN, Somalia.
Office line: +252 1 857 551
For General inquiries: email us: sjs@sjsyndicate.org
To subscribe on our mailing list, email us: alerts@sjsyndicate.org
Twitter: @sjs_Somalia
Facebook: @sjsyndicate
Website: www.sjsyndicate.org
SUMMARY

Over the course of the year 2020, press freedom and journalists working in Somalia continue to face serious threats. Somalia maintains its unenviable title as one of the most dangerous countries to practice journalism globally. Threats and attacks from government officials, private individuals and the militant al-Shabaab insurgency remain the norm.

For the fifth year in a row, Somalia tops the Committee to Protect Journalists’ (CPJ) Global Impunity Index\(^1\) for countries where the perpetrators against journalists escape prosecution. Authorities -whether in the federal level or the regional states- repeatedly failed to investigate cases of killings or attacks on journalists, media outlets and critics in 2020.

Journalists seeking to report on security issues, wrongdoings of state officials and human rights abuses have regularly faced harassment and intimidation and many have been compelled to resort to self-censorship. As the country is now in transition and prepares to hold its elections, the problems have increased further.

In addition to the ongoing violence against journalists, authorities in Somalia have imposed a draconian media law that restricts freedom of expression, censors’ journalists and administers harsh punishments for any reporting considered critical of the state such as reporting national security or even scrutinizing public officials.

The year 2020 has been another terrible one for the media and Somali journalists. **Two broadcast journalists were killed** and **four others injured**- with half of the attacks committed by the state security forces. Predominantly police, NISA and agents of security services in the regional states **arbitrarily arrested 56 journalists**. Authorities also **raided and shuttered five media** houses across the country throughout the year. In each case, authorities have failed to open any credible investigation to ensure that perpetrators are brought to book.

State officials in Mogadishu, Puntland, Galmudug, Hirshabelle, South West State, Jubbaland and in Somaliland have particularly targeted journalists reporting various topics including but not limited to Covid-19 pandemic, aftermath of al-Shabaab attacks\(^2\), insecurity incidents, election campaigns-related complaints, corruption and mismanagement of public resources.

Covering demonstrations, mainly those are known to be anti-government, have also sparked police actions against journalists. Almost 90% of the attacks occur while journalists were on duty and while going through security checkpoints.

---

\(^1\) [https://cpj.org/reports/2020/10/global-impunity-index-journalist-murders/](https://cpj.org/reports/2020/10/global-impunity-index-journalist-murders/)

Despite verbal commitments by president Mohamed Abdullahi Farmajo to decriminalize journalism and carry out reform of local laws — such as the outdated Somali Penal Code of 1964, which is widely used to prosecute journalists — attacks and arrests of journalists continued.

The Somali Attorney General has also failed to implement a promised appointment of a national level special prosecutor that can investigate and prosecute killers of the journalists. If fulfilled, this could have reduced attacks against journalists and could have ended the culture of impunity for the journalists’ killers.

This report covers 2020 violations against the journalists and the freedom of the press including threats, harassment, arrests, censorship, attacks and killings of journalists in Somalia including Somaliland. The report presented here is based on interviews with local journalists, media directors, family members of affected journalists, civil society representatives and government officials. The Somali Journalists Syndicate, an independent journalists’ organization designed to support and speak out for Somali journalists countrywide, has documented and confirmed these cases from 1 January to 31 December 2020.

Abdalle Ahmed Mumin

Secretary General, Somali Journalists Syndicate (SJS)

30 January 2021
**MURDERED**

On 16 February 2020, unidentified gunmen shot several bullets at the head and chest of freelance TV and radio journalist, Abdiwali Ali Hassan, 25 while walking to his home in Hawo Tako neighborhood in Afgoye.

The journalist was rushed to the hospital but succumbed to injuries. The perpetrators were not apprehended and no investigation was opened.

On 4 May 2020, a knife wielding man attacked and stabbed Kalsan TV journalist, Said Yusuf Ali to death in Mogadishu.

According to family and colleagues, the journalist was attacked while standing outside a shop in Mogadishu’s Hodan district. He died on the spot and the body was taken to the hospital and was kept at the mortuary freezer. No autopsy was carried when the body was buried on the next morning of 5 May. News reports initially said police arrested the killer but the family says no investigation was launched as of today.

---


7 [https://www.facebook.com/KalsanTv/photos/a.822444731269028/1491652354348259/?type=3&theater](https://www.facebook.com/KalsanTv/photos/a.822444731269028/1491652354348259/?type=3&theater)

8 SJS interview with Madina Hospital employee and the family of the deceased journalist in Mogadishu, on 4 May 2020, and 5 May 2020.

INJURED IN THE LINE OF DUTY

On 4 May 2020, a group of Somali police and officials assaulted and injured Shabelle TV female reporter Safiya Aden Osman and her cameraman Abdulkadir Ga’al while covering a protest by a group of internally displaced (IDP) women who complained against mismanagement of food distribution cards in Mogadishu.

The female reporter was blocked and even forced to recant her statement of complaint when she attempted to file a case following the assault. The officers also temporarily confiscated the journalists’ equipment including a video camera, according to the TV station.

On 18 May 2020, a cameraman Abdirahman Omar Abdulle of Somali Cable TV sustained slight injuries on the left arm after armed security forces under the National Intelligence and Security Agency (NISA) raided the premises of Somali Cable TV in Mogadishu and beat him while on duty. The reason of the attack is yet unclear and officers responsible were not arrested and no investigation was carried as of today.

---

10 https://www.facebook.com/sbcsomality/videos/534519120571015/
15 https://www.facebook.com/102752216734255/posts/1191380077871458/?d=n
On 25 June 2020, a uniformed Somali police officer shot and injured journalist, Abdifatah Abduqadir Sharif (Iqbal) who works for the local Radio Danan in Hodan District in Mogadishu.

The radio journalist was heading home from work on a motorized three-wheel taxi when the officer shot at him, hitting Sharif in the back of the head, according to the director of Radio Danan.

It was not immediately clear why the police officer shot the journalist. Officials at the Criminal Investigations Department (CID) said they were trying to identify the officer who shot the journalist, however, the officer was not arrested and no investigation was launched as end of year.

On 16 August 2020, Mohamed Abdi Hussein Araye, a cameraman with the state-owned SNTV, was critically injured during a car bomb and gun attack at Elite Hotel in Mogadishu’s Liido beach where he was on assignment that day. The cameraman was hospitalized due to multiple serious wounds he sustained.

Radio Danab reporter, Abdifatah Abduqadir Sharif (Iqbal) was shot and injured on the head by a Somali police officer as he was returning from work to his home in Mogadishu’s Hodan District, on 25 June, 2020. | PHOTO/ SJS.

---

16 https://twitter.com/RadioDanan/status/127623951540101120
18 SJS interview with the director and founder of Radio Danan in Mogadishu on 26 June, 2020.
ARRESTS

On 13 January 2020, Puntland police in Galkayo North briefly detained Said Abdullahi Kulmiye (Said Nadaara), editor and founder of Kasmaal Media, an online news platform for reporting insecurity in Galkayo.

He was released on bond on the night of 13 January but was summoned for questioning the following morning by Mudug Police Commissioner, Jama Mohamed Ahmed (known as Sandaqad) who also commands the joint police operation in the region.

On 15 January 2020, Somaliland police in Erigavo arrested Eryal TV journalist Abdirahman Mohamed Hiddig over a Facebook news article which quoted Mohamed Abdirahman Liban, the deputy manager of Somaliland’s National Printing House, who according to the article, opposed clan elders’ efforts attempting to end recent rival clans hostility in El-Afweyn town in Sanaag region. After 10 days in police custody, the journalist was, however released on bond approved by the Sanaag Regional Court on 4 January 2020.

On 11 February 2020, Somalia’s South West State police in Buur Hakaba town briefly arrested TV journalist Hussein Ali Gesey, a correspondent for the privately owned independent Five Somali TV and member of SJS, over a Facebook post deemed critical. He was released after spending more than nine hours in detention without charge.

On 20 February 2020, Radio Hiiraan-Weyn reporter, Mumin Muhumed Biyow was at 10 am on Wednesday morning taken into custody by Somali National Army (SNA) in the town of Bulo-Burte in Hiiraan region as he was going to interview local traditional elders who opposed the controversial appointment of a new district manager.

21 https://www.facebook.com/Kasmaalmedia/posts/1684628185000495
22 https://www.facebook.com/Saciidnadaara/posts/3256827954334127
24 https://www.voasomali.com/a/4990938.html
commissioner. The journalist’s equipment including mobile phone, camera and voice recorders were confiscated, he was later released without charge on the same day.

**On 20 February 2020,** Puntland authorities in Galkayo arrested three journalists: Kasmaal Media editor, Said Abdullahi Kulmiye (known as Said Nadara); SBC TV reporter, Abdiwali Jama Agarane and the director of Radio Voice of Peace (Codka Nabadda) Ahmed Mohamed Ali. The three were covering a protest by the local business community complaining against a hike in taxes that subsequently led to the closure of businesses in Galkayo city. They were released without charges on the same day.

On 20 February 2020, Puntland authorities in Galkayo arrested three journalists: Kasmaal Media editor, Said Abdulla Kulmiye (known as Said Nadara); SBC TV reporter, Abdiwali Jama Agarane and the director of Radio Voice of Peace (Codka Nabadda) Ahmed Mohamed Ali. The three were covering a protest by the local business community complaining against a hike in taxes that subsequently led to the closure of businesses in Galkayo city. They were released without charges on the same day.

On 29 February 2020, NISA officers arrested the editor of Radio Hiigsi, Mohamed Abdiwahab Nuur (Abuuja), on his way to the radio station over a critical editorial article questioning the ethical behaviour of Somalia’s security forces.

The editorial was broadcasted on Radio Hiigsi and published via its social media platforms. He was released on 2 March without charges. He was re-arrested on 7 March 2020 and held incommunicado for five months. On 3 August 2020, the journalist was taken to a military court and charged with national treason and being a member of the al-Shabaab terror group. On 5 August 2020, the military court dropped all charged due to a lack of evidence and released the journalist.

---

28 https://horseedmedia.net/2020/02/20/somalia-puntland-authorities-arrest-three-journalists/
30 SJS interview with the journalists after their release on the phone, on 21 February, 2020.
32 https://www.facebook.com/RadioHiigsi/posts/135363977977464
34 https://sjsyndicate.org/2020/08/05/radio-hiigsi-editor-mohamed-abuuja-is-freed-after-nearly-five-months-in-arbitrary-detention/
On 15 March 2020, Puntland police officers in Garowe summoned and arrested TV journalist Adan Abdullahi Sheekeeye who works for the central Somalia-based Cabudwaq TV (CW) following a Facebook post that reported the detention of an elder who criticized the state. He was released on bail in the morning of 16 March.

On 19 March 2020, police officers in Mogadishu’s Bondhere district briefly detained and harassed Somali Cable TV reporter, Abdullahi Farah Nur (aka Yariisow) and his cameraman Abdirahman Omar, while both were collecting vox-pops on the shortage of masks and gloves in the local markets due to the panic of Covid-19 pandemic.

On 29 March 2020, four Goobjoog Media journalists: Hamdi Mahad Diriye (TV reporter and SJS member); Rahmo Hassan Mohamed (TV Reporter); Muno Mohamed Nur (TV Reporter); Mohamed Abduqadir (cameraman); and their driver Abdisalan were detained while on assignment covering a story of persons with special needs near the KM4 checkpoint in Mogadishu. The journalists were held at a detention place

near KM4 security checkpoint before they were transferred to Godka Jila’ow—a notorious underground prison, run by the Somali National Intelligence Agency (NISA) and is used by the government to hold extremist suspects and journalists. The four journalists were released without charge on the same day.

On 20 April 2020, Somali South West (SW) State police officers in Baidoa arrested Voice of America radio journalist Mukhtar Mohamed Atosh after reporting the death of a 14-years-old girl allegedly gang raped on the road between Mogadishu and Baidoa. He was released on 23 April on bail and after forcing the journalist to retract the story.

On 13 April 2020, Police in Jubbaland State of Somalia briefly arrested Adan Mohamed Salad, a correspondent for the Somali National Television, while filming at Alanley Beach in the coastal town of Kismayo, where a boat carrying khat cargo—the stimulant narcotic leaf recently banned by the Somalia Federal Government due to the Coronavirus outbreak—was offloaded. He was held for two hours at the police station before he was released without charge.

On 14 April 2020, Somali police arrested Goobjoog Media Group’s journalist Abdiaziz Ahmed Gurbiye a day after he allegedly wrote a Facebook post claiming that “the Somali president had taken away a ventilator” donated to a local hospital which treats Covid-19 patients. He was transferred to the central prison on Wednesday 15 April 2020. He was released on bail on 18 April 2020 but was re-summoned late June after a charges pressed by the Office of Somali President Office through the Attorney General. From late June to late July, the prosecutors altered the charges against Gurbiye to include new ones including spreading false propaganda and insulting the honour of government officials. On 29 July 2020, the Banadir Regional Court sentenced journalist Gurbiye to six months jail term and a fine of a five million Somali Shilling (USD 200), which after paying he was freed on the same day of 29 July.

40 https://apnews.com/article/339f7f4f4b5b4e059a55b2772ac5a37f
41 https://sjsyndicate.org/2020/03/29/four-journalists-on-assignment-briefly-arrested-in-mogadishu/
43 https://radiokulmiye.net/2020/04/20/wariye-lagiir-somali-sakantu-baahinta-bajubadda/
45 https://www.voasomali.com/a/5378510.html
On 18 May 2020, police officers in Beledhawo town of Gedo region briefly detained freelance journalist Warsame Haji Farah after photographing Beledhawo city market on the aftermath of a gun clash within the Somali police force in the border town of Beledhawo that day. The journalist was released without charge the next morning.

On 21 May 2020, Somali police briefly detained and physically assaulted SBC TV journalist, Abdullahi Mohamed Sheikhdon during assignment to cover a Covid-19 awareness campaign in Mogadishu’s Hamar J jab District. The journalist sought legal redress the following day but police blocked him instead and took Sheikhdon to the police commissioner’s office forcing him to drop the case.

On 10 June 2020, Somali regional authorities in Gedo detained freelance journalist Bishar Ibrahin Adan in Burdhubo district. The arrest follows after the Gedo regional administration accused journalists of not covering the news stories favorable for the regional administration. The journalist was released later that day without charge.

On 16 June 2020, Somaliland police in Las Anod arrested Somali Cable TV journalist, Khadar Mohamed Tarabi and Khadar Rigah Ahmed, of Universal TV as they were filming a local community members who protested against the lack of inclusion of the Somali government-Somaliland talks in Djibouti. The arrest followed after the police dispersed protesters. Both journalists were released on Wednesday 17 June, 2020 without charges and on a condition that they would not cover local protests.

55 https://twitter.com/SBCSomalia/status/1263446760741011456
58 https://www.facebook.com/caasimaada/photos/a.108137877263889/274761833934825
60 https://sjsyndicate.org/2020/06/19/journalists-briefly-detained-in-sool-and-sanaag-regions-for-covering-local-protests/
62 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8QpTrZUv2_w
63 https://www.voanews.com/africa/somali-somaliland-leaders-resume-talks-djibouti
On **16 June 2020**, Somaliland police in Erigavo arrested journalist Jabir Said Duale, who covers for the local Horyaal24 TV and was remanded by the Sanag Regional Court on charges related to covering “unlawful” protest in Erigavo. He was freed on 28 June on presidential pardon.

On **17 July 2020**, Abdimanan Yusuf, CEO of Astaan TV, was arrested and has been held in jail since 17 July 2020 by authorities in Hargeisa and had reportedly been unable to meet his lawyers and family members. Since his arrest, Abdimanan had several court appearances including one on 26 July 2020 in which prosecutors charged him with two articles: espionage and operating an illegal media company in Somaliland. The Court, however, did not find proof of evidence for both charges. Both Marodi-Jeh Regional Court judge Hassan Matan and the deputy Attorney General, Farhan Mire Osman did not respond when asked for clarification of the exact articles of which Abdimanan was convicted. He was released on 10 December, 2020 under unexplained conditions. However Astaan Cable TV services remain shuttered at the end of year.

On **17 August 2020**, officers from the National Intelligence and Security Agency (NISA) arrested Omar Ahmed Hilowle, the director of the privately owned independent Radio Kaah in Mogadishu following a NISA raid of the radio station. The radio director was held at the Godka Jila’ow detention for more than an hour before he was released without charge in the same day.

Journalists at the radio station said the raid follows Radio Kaah’s coverage of a Mogadishu hotel attack that took place the day before.

On **23 August 2020**, Somaliland police in Hargeisa arrested Eryal TV journalist Liban Osman Ali after he interviewed a woman detained and held at the Hargeisa prison without charge for wearing an outfit made of Somali flag. He was freed after spending six days in the Criminal Investigations Department (CID) in Hargeisa without charge.

---


66 https://www.bbc.com/somali/war-54034375


69 SJS interview with Omar Ahmed Hilowle in Mogadishu after his release on 17 August, 2020.

70 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFXeJHW9i0&feature=youtu.be

71 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rrAo9utPxfA&feature=youtu.be

72 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rrAo9utPxfA&feature=youtu.be

On 24 August 2020, Hargeisa police arrested Abdiqadir Habane, a reporter with a local news website 'Wajaale News' over a story about local businesses he wrote a year and half ago. He was released after spending three days in the Criminal Investigations Department (CID) in Hargeisa without charge.

On 25 August 2020, Somaliland police in Erigavo arrested Said Muse Farah, a reporter with the local Badda Cas TV, barely three weeks after he covered the local community’s protest against higher water prices in Erigavo. According to the journalist, he was freed on a bail on 3 September 2020.

On 6 September 2020, Nugal Regional Court judge, Abdinur Jama ordered the arrest of two Radio Daljir journalists, Abdiqani Ahmed Mohamed and Khadar Awl after they visited the court complex in Garowe, the capital of Puntland. The journalists were pursuing a follow-up story about an alleged murder and rape case that took place in Garowe in the prior months. According to the journalists and colleagues, both were released on 7 September, 2020 on condition that they would be summoned back once the prosecutor prepares their charges.

On 7 September 2020, Somaliland police in Las Anod town detained, Abdifatah Mohamed Abdi, a journalist with the independent Saab TV, after reporting destruction of city roads by the recent rains. Las Anod Mayor, Mr. Abdiaiziz Hassan Tarwale, reportedly ordered the arrest. According to the journalist, he was freed on Tuesday morning 8 September, 2020 without charge.

---

77 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzP6mTq7CVO&feature=youtu.be
80 https://www.facebook.com/1146820308666047/posts/3877455758935808/
84 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yE29Og7g6SY&feature=youtu.be
85 SJS interviews with journalists and police officers in Las Anod and in Hargeisa on the phone on 7 and 8 September, 2020.
On 7 September 2020, Somaliland’s Las Anod police arrested Universal TV reporter, Khadar Rigah a week after his coverage of a protest by the local businesswomen against the demolition of their business kiosks and taxes hike by the city administration. The journalist was released on 12 September without charge after spending five days in Las Anod police cell.

On 14 September 2020, police in Hargeisa detained journalist Ilyas Abdi Ali, a freelance contributor to the Mogadishu-based Radio Kulmiye and the Nairobi-based humanitarian Radio Ergo. According to colleagues and journalists in Hargeisa, Ilyas was detained over a Facebook post calling for the release of Abdiman Yusuf, the owner of Astaan TV, a local subscription-based cable TV service provider, detained in Hargeisa. On 15 September 2020, a court in Hargeisa granted the police seven days of remand in custody for journalist Ilyas pending investigation, according to family and colleagues. He was released on 21 September 2020 after seven days in jail without charge.

On 2 October 2020, South West State police detained freelance cameraman, Yusuf Mohamed Adan, who reports for Five Somali TV and Arlaadi News website, while covering clan elders’ protest in Baidoa, according to Mohamed and colleagues. He was held at the Baidoa police station until Sunday 4 October 2020, when he was freed without charge.

---

86 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqJ1_GuGZAl&feature=youtu.be
90 https://www.facebook.com/ilyaaascabdicali/posts/1402828076573451
92 https://twitter.com/MohamedSelly/status/1307923716320440320
94 https://www.facebook.com/716480931703989/posts/3669356316416421/
95 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=3699592808120308&id=100033938827041
96 https://twitter.com/husseingeesey/status/131246899310656716?status=24
On 5 October 2020, Radio Kulmiye reporter, Farhan Mohamed Hussein and his cameraman Mowlid Haji Abdi Kheyre were attacked by a uniformed police officer at Tarabunka junction in Mogadishu’s Hodan district. According to video evidence and interviews with the pair, the radio journalists were on assignment to gather vox-pops from tuk tuk drivers (3-wheel motorized taxis) regarding the re-opening of roads previously blocked by the security forces. The police officer blocked the journalists from recording videos and threatened to shoot if they do so. They were held at Hodan police station for several hours. Both were freed without charge.

On 18 October 2020, heavily armed NISA officers raided the home of Radio Kulmiye Journalist Abdullahi Kulmiye Addow. The raid follows the journalist’s interview with a businessman three days earlier who claimed to support the insurgent group al-Shabaab and criticised the Somali authorities. He was released on 22 October after he was held incommunicado, on a condition that his radio withdraws the interview with a local businessman who allegedly criticized Somali government and supported the armed group al-Shabaab.

98 https://www.facebook.com/AbdalleMumin/videos/1193627871009120/
100 SJS interview with the two journalists after their release and their news editor in Mogadishu on 5 October, 2020.
102 https://radiokulmiye.net/2020/10/17/nisa-oo-muqdisho-ku-xirtay-xaajii-abuuqar-cumaad-cadaan/
103 https://radiokulmiye.net/2020/10/22/deg-deg-weriye-cabdullaahi-kulmiye-oo-goordhow-dib-u-helay-xuriyaddiisa/

Prominent Radio Kulmiye journalist, Abdullahi Kulmiye Addow has been detained.
On 2 November 2020, NISA officers in Bardheere town, Gedo region, briefly detained the director of the privately owned Radio Markabley, Ahmed Omar Salihi and its editor, Yahye Abdirisak Sofe. Their detention followed after the radio covered local clan elders who complained against Somali President Mohamed Abdullahi Farmajo. Both were released on the same day without charge.

On 21 November 2020, Somaliland police in Las Anod town detained Universal TV reporter, Khadar Rigah and held him in detention for a week over a report alleging deteriorating security in Las Anod which he published on Facebook. The journalist was freed on 28 November 2020, after the Sool Regional Court ordered his release.

On 6 December 2020, Jubbaland security forces briefly arrested Eryal TV reporter and SJS member, Abdullahi Hussein Kilas in Kismayo over a news report covering a protest by a group of displaced women who allegedly complained about misappropriation of cash-based assistance to the displaced families in Kismayo. Journalist Kilas was released after he was ordered to remove the story of the protest from his social media accounts and was not charged.

15 December 2020, Plain-clothed NISA officers accompanied by armed police officers detained four journalists: two Radio Kulmiye reporters (Ali Elmi Salad and Zakariye Mohamed Salad) and two Dalsan TV journalists (Abukar Ahmed Hassan Dayah and Abdirizak Ali) who were on their way to cover the protests in Kaaraan District, Mogadishu. The plain-clothed officers first stopped the journalists and started beating them before searching their cameras and questioned them about their assignment, according to three journalists interviewed by SJS. They were held at Abdiaziz Police Station for at least three hours and were freed without charges. Police confiscated journalists’ equipment including cameras and phones but later returned them.

107 https://www.facebook.com/khadar.rigaax.9/posts/706610760263923
110 SJS interview with three of the affected journalists and news editors from their media outlets in Mogadishu on 15 December, 2020.
On 15 December 2020, armed police officers stopped and briefly detained111 two Universal journalists: reporter Mohamed Ibrahim Bulbul (member of SJS) and cameraman Abas Abdi Hashi at San’a junction in Yaqshid112. After questioning, they were allowed to go to their station.

On 15 Dec 2020, Waberi police briefly detained Shabelle TV video-journalist, Mahad Hassan Abdi at Waberi Police Station for filming Maka al-Mukarama Road for a TV report assessing the impact of a road closure that day113. His camera was confiscated and footage deleted. He was released the afternoon without charge114.

On 20 December 2020, armed police officers in Baidoa raided115 the home of RTN TV reporter Mohamed Abdirahin and detained him over an online article116 that has critically analyzed117 the second anniversary of the Somali South West State President Abdiaziz Hassan Mohamed (Laftagareen)’s administration. According to the journalist, the police freed him without charge after a six-hour detention and warned him against crafting future articles critical of the president.

On 23 and 24 December 2020, Hirshabelle police arrested118 two prominent journalists: Abdukadir Mohamed Farah (known as Dulyar) and Mohamed Osman Makaran in Beledweyne, in the central Somalia region of Hiiraan a day after he interviewed119 Abukar Warsame Hud who leads an armed opposition militia group120 in the outskirts of Beletweyne. The Mogadishu-based Radio Kulmiye aired121 part of the interview on Wednesday. Both were freed in the afternoon of Thursday 24 December without charge.

---

112 SJS interview with the two journalists in Mogadishu on 15 December, 2020.
113 SJS interview Mahad Hassan Abdi in Mogadishu on 17 December, 2020.
114 SJS interview with another journalist who is a colleague of Mahad Hassan Abdi in Mogadishu on 17 December, 2020.
116 http://dhacdo.net/2020/12/19/lafta-gareen-oo-dagaalkii-shabaab-u-weeciyay-dhanka-siyaasiiinta-warbixin/
117 http://dhacdo.net/2020/12/19/lafta-gareen-oo-dagaalkii-shabaab-u-weeciyay-dhanka-siyaasiiinta-warbixin/
119 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mbHxNYUIeNQ
121 https://www.facebook.com/KulmiyeOfficial/videos/214340193621092
On 25 December 2020, Somali police officers and officers from the National Intelligence and Security Agency (NISA) in Mogadishu violently attacked and arrested two Goobjoog Media journalists: reporter Abdikarin Ali Adan and cameraman Abdirizak Abdullahi Fagas while covering an opposition demonstration in Hodan district. According to the journalists and eyewitnesses, a plain-clothed NISA officer shot two times from his pistol towards cameraman Fagas before detaining the two Goobjoog journalists and holding them at Hodan police station. Local media also reported the same officer pointing his pistol at protestors and shooting into the air during the demonstrations. In the afternoon, police

On 27 December 2020, Hirshabelle police detained journalist Mahad Ahmed Alasow, who simultaneously reports for Goobjoog TV and Radio Jowhar in Jowhar over a Facebook post about protestors injured after police used live bullets during the Sunday 27 December violent opposition protests in Beledweyne town. He was released on Thursday 31 December without charge after spending four days in police custody.

---

4 https://www.facebook.com/dalsantv/videos/162062839001021

---

123 https://www.voasomali.com/a/5714838.html
124 SJS interview with Mahad Ahmed Alasow on the phone, on 1 January 2021.
On 27 December 2020, Puntland police detained Horn Cable TV reporter, Farah Mohamed Khalif in Garowe, the capital of Puntland over his coverage during the 26 December 2020 protests against high inflation rates in Puntland. He was freed on 29 December without charge.

On 27 December 2020, Puntland police detained free-lance journalist Kilwe Adan who reports for Kilwe Media Inc, a Facebook-based news page in Garowe, the capital of Puntland over his coverage during the 26 December 2020 protests against high inflation rates in Puntland. He remains incarcerated as of end of the year.

CLOSURE, RAID, BAN ON MEDIA OUTLETS, AND CONFISCATION OF EQUIPMENT

On 20 April 2020, South West authorities in Barawe ordered Radio Barawe, a community-owned radio in Barawe, Lower Shabelle region to cease its broadcast of Baravanese dialect, a local vernacular widely spoken in Barawe town without providing any reason. Authorities cited that “it was illegal to broadcast in the Chimini dialect” without providing any evidence for that. However, radio staff, local community rights activists and officials told SJS that the ban of the local dialect was based on ethnic hatred against the indigenous Bravanese community. The radio was allowed to resume the Barawanese dialect on 22 April 2020.

On 18 May 2020, armed NISA officers raided the premises of Somali Cable TV in Mogadishu and beat cameraman Abdirahman Omar Abdulle who sustained slight injuries on the left arm. The security officers

126 https://www.facebook.com/100017734088672/videos/765030847431378
127 SJS interview with Farah Mohamed Khalif on the phone, on 30 December, 2020.
129 https://www.facebook.com/Kilwe-Media-Inc-105991660837661
130 https://www.facebook.com/100017734088672/videos/765030847431378
131 https://www.facebook.com/100017734088672/videos/765030847431378
135 SJS interviews with two Barawe radio journalists, one local community rights activist, one elder and two South West State officials in Barawe on 20, 21, 22 April, 2020.
137 https://www.facebook.com/102752216734255/posts/1191380077871458/?d=n
threatened to shoot a reporter and a driver at the TV’s premises before leaving the area. The reason of the raid is yet unclear and officers responsible were not arrested as end of 2020.

On 25 June 2020, armed Somaliland police officers raided and seized the headquarters of Star TV in Hargeisa while ordering journalists and other staff members to vacate the premises and shuttered the station subsequently. Somaliland authorities did not provide explanations of the raid and closure of the TV or any court document to justify their actions. However, Star TV journalists and independent sources in Somaliland attributed the authorities’ actions to Star TV’s coverage of the story about a Djiboutian former lieutenant Air Force Fouad Youssouf Ali who was jailed in Djibouti after he released a video alleging corruption by a high-ranking military official and clan-based discrimination, and called for an armed revolt against Djiboutian government. On 10 August 2020, Somaliland’s Information Ministry fined Star TV with USD5000 for violating the terms of its license. On 12 August 2020 the TV resumed operations after paying the USD5000.

On 27 June 2020, Armed Somaliland police officers stormed the offices of Universal TV in Hargeisa and suspended its live news program on air. The police confiscated mobile phones from the journalists and staff on duty before instructing them to leave the premises. Somaliland’s Minister of Information, Saleban Yusuf Ali (Kore) has confirmed that the order of closure was issued by himself and accused Universal TV for refusing to broadcast the national address by Somaliland President Muse Bihi Abdi on the 60th anniversary of independence.

On 28 June 2020, armed NISA officers took over the independent privately owned Radio Gedo premises in the town of Dolow in Gedo region and shut down the radio. According to the chief editor of Radio Gedo, Mohamud Abdirashid, the officers instructed the radio management to surrender the station’s keys. The radio station’s management said they were not informed of the reasons behind the closure. The radio, however, resumed operations after nearly one month of suspension.

---

138 SJS interview with two Somali Cable TV staff, a security officer, one eyewitness and an official at the Federal Ministry of Information in Mogadishu on 18 and 19 May, 2020.

139 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDaQkGnDo2I


141 https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/07/02/djibouti-protect-jailed-air-force-pilots-rights#

142 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-djibouti-protests-idUSKBN23F2JB

143 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MnDe-j7x-s

144 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAoiaadAUG


146 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ge1MpueTUCA

147 https://www.facebook.com/radigedo/posts/617492892194635


On 29 June 2020, Somaliland’s Minister of Information, Saleban Yusuf Ali (Kore) sent a note ordering the local television cable providers to delist both Universal TV and Star TV from their receivers. In his letter, the minister stated that his ministry had revoked the licenses from Universal TV and Star TV and instructed local business companies to cease advertisement contracts with both outlets. Star TV was allowed to resume operations on 12 August 2020 after paying USD5000 fine imposed by the Somaliland’s Ministry of Information, while Universal TV remained shuttered at the end of the year.

On 10 August 2020, Somaliland’s Ministry of Information issued a decree imposing USD15000 on Universal TV following another order of closure in late June 2020. Somaliland Ministry of Information accused Universal TV to have refused to broadcast President Muse Bihi Abdi’s speech during the 26th June Independence Day.

On 17 August 2020, NISA officers raided and ordered the closure of the privately owned independent Radio Kaah in Mogadishu. The security officers also detained the radio director. The raid and closure followed the station’s coverage of a Mogadishu hotel attack that took place the day before. The radio, which was ordered off-air for more than 12 hours, was allowed to resume operations the next morning of 18 August 2020.

DENIAL OF ACCESS TO INFORMATION, PHYSICAL ASSAULTS AND OTHER THREATS

On 10 January 2020, journalists from media houses were denied access to cover the local Galmudug State election. Journalists spoke out against this censorship during a news conference on 12 January in Dhusamareb town. Journalists reported that a media officer from the Office of Somali Prime Minister was

---

https://www.bbc.com/somali/53207053
https://www.bbc.com/somali/53207053
https://www.facebook.com/DalkanewsTv/videos/2519086655078604/
tasked to record footage from the hall where the list\(^ {161} \) of the new regional assembly members was presented. Later the premier’s office sent pre-edited clips to the newsrooms.

**On 10 March 2020**, three soldiers from Puntland Presidential Guards denied\(^ {162} \) access to RTN TV journalist Abdiqani Ahmed Mohamed as he was covering the inaugural event of a new hotel in the administrative capital of Puntland, Garowe with the attendance of Puntland President, Said Abdullahi Deni. The officers informed the journalist that they knew him because “he was critical to the state”.

**On 12 March 2020**, a Somali Ministry of Health official had asked\(^ {163} \) Universal TV to remove an online article that followed an interview\(^ {164} \) with the Minister of Health, Dr Fawsiya Abikar about putting four individuals in quarantine for suspected Coronavirus cases. Both the article and the interview remained online after the editors declined the official’s demand\(^ {165} \).

**On 14 March 2020**, Puntland Presidential guards blocked, beaten\(^ {166} \) and threatened to shoot journalist Shareco Yasin Shareco, a reporter for the privately owned Horn Cable TV and a community-based Puntland State University Radio (PSU Radio) as he was photographing the Conference hall where Puntland’s Consultative Conference was taking place. According to Shareco, he dropped the assignment that day and left the hall fearing for his safety.

**On 27 March 2020**, the Mogadishu-based Anadolu News Agency reporter, Mohamed Dhaysane came under pressure\(^ {167} \) after reporting the Somali Government’s announcement to send over 20 doctors\(^ {168} \) to help fight coronavirus in Italy, the country where, at the time, the virus has claimed the most lives. According to the journalist, two state officials asked him to retract the news report after the government met a backlash from the public including families who expressed concern over the health safety of the Somali doctors.

**On 30 March 2020**, during a meeting with local journalists in Hargeisa, Somaliland’s Vice President, Abdirahman Abdullahi Seylici described\(^ {169} \) any journalist who reports a Coronavirus case before government

\(^ {161} \) [https://www.vosomali.com/a/5239987.html](https://www.vosomali.com/a/5239987.html)
\(^ {164} \) [https://www.facebook.com/universalsomalitv/videos/615094882678947/](https://www.facebook.com/universalsomalitv/videos/615094882678947/)
\(^ {165} \) SJS interview with Universal TV editor, Abdullahi Ahmed Nur in Mogadishu on 13 March, 2020.
confirmation as “a national criminal” – in a bid to censor independent coverage following reports of the first case of the pandemic\(^{170}\) in Somaliland.

On 2 April 2020, Somalia’s National Intelligence and Security Agency (NISA) announced on its Twitter handle\(^{171}\) that it was investigating Voice of America prominent journalist, Harun Maruf, as having “links that are a threat to national security\(^{172}\)” and accused him of engaging in actions “outside of the media code of conduct.” On April 23, the agency announced on Twitter\(^{173}\) that it had completed the investigation and was handing over the file to the country’s attorney general.

On 9 April 2020, Somali Federal Ministry of Youth and Sports imposed a ban on Goobjoog Media Group, barring access\(^{174}\) to football stadiums and covering sports events. The Minister did not cite reasons for the ban. In a press conference\(^{175}\) on 9 April 2020, the Somali Football Federation (SFF) President Abdiqani Said Arab said they upheld the ban due to the minister’s orders.

On 19 April 2020, three Shabelle Media journalists were stopped and beaten\(^{176}\) by Somali police officers enforcing Covid-19 curfew in Mogadishu. According to Shabelle Media\(^{177}\), the three reporters: Abdinasir Abdirahman Mohamud, Abdikariin Isse Adawe and Fadumo Abduqadir Hassan were returning from an assignment in the evening when the police attacked them in Hodan district.

On 18 May 2020, a police commander and three officers from Hodan District Police Station stopped\(^{178}\) Som News TV reporter\(^{179}\), Mohamed Abdi Osman and cameraman Abdifatah Mohamed Abdullahi who were on assignment to cover the impact of Covid-19 on local businesses. The officers told the journalists to stop filming nearby shops in the pretext that business owners were not happy with the filming. When the

---


\(^{171}\) https://twitter.com/HSNQ_NISA/status/1245809654216699912

\(^{172}\) https://somaliupdate.net/articles/16/NISA-manhunts-critical-journalists-in-Somalia

\(^{173}\) https://twitter.com/HSNQ_NISA/status/1253366311687684096


\(^{175}\) https://www.facebook.com/zakariahussien.mahamud/videos/2235761888597977/


\(^{177}\) https://www.radioshabelle.com/ciidanka-haramcad-oo-jirdilay-wariyeyaal-ka-tirsan-shabelle/


\(^{179}\) https://twitter.com/JFaradhere/status/1262702145960361985
journalists demanded an explanation, the officers threatened to shoot should the journalists continue filming. The TV crew left the vicinity and dropped the assignment.

On 5 June 2020, officials at Somali Federal Parliament issued a decision to bar independent media from covering the Joint Session of the Federal Parliament scheduled for 6 June under the pretext of Covid-19 concerns. But state-owned media was allowed to cover the session. The session, which President Mohamed Farmajo’s delivered his nation address, also contained a debate on the country’s plans for the 2020/2021 elections. The decision was later reversed after local press freedom groups condemned it.

On 4 July 2020, police officer slapped and stopped journalist Fu’ad Mohamud Mohamed of the local independent Radio Risaala forcing him to stop filming the scene of a car bombing in Hamar Jajab District in Mogadishu.

On 5 July 2020, armed police attacked and blocked journalists from Universal TV, Radio Kulmiye, Radio Risaala and Dalsan TV, as they were covering an opposition protest at Daljirka area in Mogadishu. The police confiscated equipment from Universal TV journalists and even threatened with shooting. The equipment was later returned, according to Universal TV’s editor.

On 20 July 2020, Armed Somali police officers from Hamarweyne police station harassed Somali Cable TV reporter Mohamed Osman Dahiye with a gun and blocked him while covering the aftermath of collapsed residential building in Hamarweyne neighborhood. The TV camera captured the incident. A police officer later intervened and allowed the journalist to carry out his duty and there were no any actions taken against the officer who harassed the journalist.

---

180 https://sjsyndicate.org/2020/06/05/independent-media-and-journalists-should-be-allowed-to-cover-somali-parliaments-joint-session/
181 https://twitter.com/AqalkaSare/status/1265156598160392193
184 https://www.facebook.com/UniversalsomaliTV/posts/3234382383287097
187 https://www.facebook.com/AbdalleMumin/videos/1648222218661310
On 8 September 2020, Somali federal police at Mogadishu’s Aden Abdulle International Airport blocked two journalists from Somali Cable TV, who were on assignment to cover an opposition politician returning to the country. According to the journalists, when they had asked for clarification, the police cited instructions from the Ministry of Information. However the officials at the Ministry of Information denied that they had given such instructions.

On 14 September 2020, officials at Somalia’s Federal Parliament threatened to block several TV stations after their coverage of a heated parliamentary debate via the Lower House where lawmakers debated the controversial Sexual Offences Bill. The decision was not enforced after press freedom groups protested against it.

On 26 September 2020, Somali President Mohamed Abdullahi Farmajo, during a public address at the headquarters at Villa Somalia, claimed that journalists and the media were acting unprofessionally and, without evidence, linked some journalists to the militant group Al-Shabaab. The president’s comments were not only a direct threat against journalists and media houses known to be critical to his administration but such comments placed Somali journalists, who were already operating in a volatile context, at risk of reprisals and undermines the safety of the working and the media freedom.

On 27 November 2020, Jubbaland security officials in Kismayo obstructed a group of local journalists who were trying to access the Kismayo Airport to cover the speech of Jubbaland State president, Ahmed Mohamed Islan (Madobe) upon his arrival from abroad. The journalists, who spoke to SJS, said they had left the airport without covering Madobe’s speech but were later instructed to broadcast an edited video clip of the leader’s speech.

On 27 November 2020, Somali police officers in Mogadishu denied access to a dozen journalists from the local media and those covering for international news agencies after a deadly blast hit an ice cream parlor...

---

190 SJS interview with two officials at the Somali Federal Ministry of Information in Mogadishu on 8 September, 2020.
192 https://www.facebook.com/SOMALICABLE/videos/3172426306203700/
197 https://www.facebook.com/347322282075346/videos/680150296031957  
198 https://www.facebook.com/347322282075346/videos/680150296031957  
on Airport Road in Mogadishu\textsuperscript{200}. The journalists told SJS that armed police officers at the scene denied them access to photograph the site.

**On 1 December 2020**, Jubbaland security officials blocked and threatened\textsuperscript{201} 11 journalists from the local media who were planning to cover an event\textsuperscript{202} where Jubbaland State president, Ahmed Mohamed Islan (Madobe) was addressing parliamentarians and government supporters in Kismayo. Journalists told SJS that a presidential security officer threatened to shoot if journalists approached the event hall, forcing 11 journalists to leave\textsuperscript{203}.

**On 10 December 2020**, during a press conference in Mogadishu, the Somali Federal Government Attorney General (AG), Mr. Suleiman Mohamed Mohamud issued a warning\textsuperscript{204} to the independent media over a claim that they were “disseminating rumors, interviews and misleading headlines that violate the Media Law and the Media Ethics”\textsuperscript{205}. The AG further declared that his office “was investigating cases involving media houses and journalists and that he will present to relevant courts once the ongoing investigations are complete”. It is not yet clear which media houses and journalists the AG was referring to.

**On 15 December 2020**, the Somali Federal Minister of Information, Osman Abokor Dubbe, through the government-run SNTV\textsuperscript{206}, threatened\textsuperscript{207} independent media houses and their journalists with legal consequences for breaching the Media Law\textsuperscript{208} by covering “propaganda, lies, rumors and inciting the public”. The Minister was speaking as violent protests organized by the opposition groups that called for timely elections in Somalia hit parts of Mogadishu that day\textsuperscript{209}.

---

\textsuperscript{200} https://www.reuters.com/article/us-somalia-security-idUSKBN2872EP


\textsuperscript{202} https://www.facebook.com/347322282075346/videos/703159180330530

\textsuperscript{203} SJS interview with four of the affected reporters on the phone in Kismayo on 1 and 2 December, 2020.


\textsuperscript{205} https://www.facebook.com/xerIlaaliyahaGuud/videos/747351982797537

\textsuperscript{206} https://www.facebook.com/xerIlaaliyahaGuud/videos/747351982797537

\textsuperscript{207} https://www.facebook.com/468010099926454/videos/193760072416626


\textsuperscript{210} https://www.facebook.com/363773513701137/videos/241444214131275
On 17 December 2020, armed Somali police attacked a group of journalist from local media and international news agencies at Zone-K in Hodan District, Mogadishu, as they were planning to cover an opposition demonstration that day. Armed police dispersed the demonstrators (mainly young men and women) and chased the journalists.

On 17 December 2020, armed Somali Federal Police officers led by Waberi District Police Commissioner, Capt. Mohamed Abdukadir Mooshin, and accompanied by NISA officers stopped two Goobjoog journalists (Abdikarim Ali Adan and cameraman Abdirizak Abdullahi Fagas) in the midst of interviewing opposition supporters at the Afrik Hotel in Mogadishu. The incident took place after the police had blocked an opposition party event at the hotel. The journalists immediately left the hotel premises fearing for their safety.

**FORCED INTO EXILE**

Even when the world is struggling with the impact and travel restrictions caused by Covid-19 pandemic, journalists have continued fleeing the country in 2020. SJS has documented four cases of journalists who fled into exile due to the increased attacks and targeted arrests by state security and other threats from the militant group al-Shabaab. The majority of the journalists have fled to Turkey while the rest went to the neighboring countries for safety.

---


212 [https://www.facebook.com/AbdalleMumin/posts/2720391054881204](https://www.facebook.com/AbdalleMumin/posts/2720391054881204)


214 SJS interviews with four journalists currently in the neighboring countries, Turkey and Europe on the phone between 1 November to 31 December, 2020.
DRACONIAN MEDIA BILL AMENDMENT SIGNED INTO LAW

On 30 July 2020, Somali President Mohamed Abdullahi Farmajo signed the country’s Media Law Amendment\textsuperscript{215}, which was before parliament since early 2019. The Law, which had already had a chilling effect on both media houses and journalists, failed to incorporate the legal comments submitted by the journalists associations\textsuperscript{216}, including the Somali Journalists Syndicate (SJS), Somali Media Association (SOMA) and others.

Worryingly, this law contains problematic and restrictive provisions including several content restrictions that are vaguely worded and can be misused by authorities using sweeping interpretations. This includes prohibiting reporting on issues conflicting with “national interest”, “false information”, “incitement to violence and clannism” and “dissemination of propaganda”. These vaguely defined provisions in the media law threaten the right to freedom of expression, as journalists would self-censor to avoid being targeted by authorities that may use the law’s vague terminology to target independent reporting.

Article 18 makes it mandatory for all local and freelance journalists operating in the country to be registered under a government-run database and subsequently be issued with Identification Cards by the Ministry of Information contravening the Somali Constitution and international conventions including Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)\textsuperscript{217} which Somalia is a signatory to, and in Article 9 of the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights (ACHPR)\textsuperscript{218}.

Article 5 of this law imposes unspecified fines on journalists who contravene the law, failure to which they can be sent to jail. Regrettably, the Somali Media Law provides the country’s Ministry of Information a broad mandate to control the press, providing authorities sweeping powers to bar certain individuals from practicing their journalistic profession.

CONCLUSION

Decades of conflict, coupled with drought and famine have left the country suffering one of the world’s worst humanitarian and human rights crises. Despite being a signatory to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other continental charters, Freedoms of Expression and Access to Information rights as well as digital rights are not respected by authorities.

As the country is preparing for its national election, violations against journalists and the media in Somalia increased by end year with virtually no investigations into these abuses.

It is critical that the Somali government and its regional states as a matter of urgency reverse these deplorable conditions journalists work under within the country. The government must respect, protect, and promote the right to freedom of expression, ensuring an end to state harassment and intimidation of journalists.


\textsuperscript{218} https://www.achpr.org/public/Document/file/English/banjul_charter.pdf
Authorities should also thoroughly, impartially and effectively investigate the violations and abuses including physical attacks, killings and attempted killings, arbitrary arrests and intimidation of journalists. They must also guarantee the safety of all journalists and other media practitioners.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Somali Journalists Syndicate (SJS) makes the following recommendations to the Somali government, its Federal Member States and to the international community that supports Somalia’s state building:

To the Somali Government and its Federal Member States:

• Direct the police, particularly those from the National Intelligence and Security Agency (NISA) and the Criminal Investigation Department (CID), to end intimidation, obstruction, threats, beatings, arbitrary arrests, harassment or prosecution of journalists and other media practitioners;

• Ensure that police and other relevant agencies thoroughly and effectively investigate all reported cases of attacks, threats, intimidation and harassment of journalists and ensure those suspected to be responsible are brought to justice in fair trials;

• Thoroughly and effectively investigate all reported cases of officials, regardless of rank or position, threatening or harassing journalists and discipline or prosecute those suspected to be responsible for these violations;

• Urgently review the provisions of the media law, the penal code, and all other laws that impede freedom of expression and media freedom and bring the laws in line with Somalia’s constitution and international human rights obligations.

• Direct government officials and security forces to allow journalists and media workers to have access to government information including not putting impediments and restrictions on accessing government buildings and interviewing public officials;

• Condemn physical attacks, killings, threats, harassment, obstruction, intimidation and arbitrary arrests of journalists and other media workers;

• Publicly commit ahead of the elections to ensure that authorities and government institutions respect, protect, promote and fulfill the right to freedom of expression, and media freedom before, during and after the elections, including by providing a conducive and safe environment for journalists and other media practitioners to report on sensitive and public interest-related issues, such as security and election related information.
TO THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY:

✓ Urge the Somali government to commit to the African Union’s own principles of democracy and transparency which intrinsically link press freedom, freedom of expression and the safety of journalists;

✓ Publicly speak out about the importance of freedom of expression and media freedom for Somalia’s peace and state building processes and urge the Somali authorities to investigate and prosecute perpetrators of violations against the press and journalists;

✓ Urge the Somalia government to direct government officials not to harass or threaten journalists and other media practitioners;

✓ Urge the Somali government and its officials to respect, protect, promote and fulfill media freedom and the rights of journalists;

✓ Support local civil society groups, including media freedom advocates and journalists’ unions to carry out systematic monitoring and reporting on violations and abuses of the right to freedom of expression and media freedom throughout the country;

✓ Support media freedom advocates and journalists’ unions to build the capacity of the journalists so that they continue reporting on matters concerning freedom of expression and human rights;

✓ Support initiatives to reform laws and regulatory institutions to bring them into compliance with Somalia’s international human rights obligations including the right to freedom of expression and provide technical support and assistance to such initiatives;

✓ Support efforts by the Somalia government to train police and other security personnel and court officials on human rights and freedom of expression and media freedom;

✓ Provide support actions that promote the safety of journalists in Somalia and put pressure on authorities to address the issue of impunity for abuses and attacks against journalists.
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